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The Four Worlds of Sustainability 
DRAWING UPON FOUR UNIVERSAL PERSPECTIVES TO  

SUPPORT SUSTAINABILITY INITIATIVES 

Barrett C. Brown 

The quadrants element of the Integral framework developed by Ken Wilber is introduced in the 

context of sustainability. The quadrants represent lenses with which to better understand any 

occurrence; they reveal dynamics and forces in the interiors and exteriors of individuals and 

collectives. Together, they offer a map of psychology, behavior, culture, and systems. After 

tracing the philosophical lineage of the quadrants, numerous practical examples of a quadrant 

analysis by sustainability practitioners are offered. The quadrants can be used in three key ways 

for sustainability: to organize sustainability information, to diagnose the challenges facing a 

sustainability initiative, and to prescribe an integrated solution that accounts for all the major 

dynamics at play. The results from recent research—a quadrant analysis—of eight popular 

sustainability books are shared, quantitatively showing which aspects of reality these books 

privilege, and discussing the reasons therein. The article ends with guidelines for doing a more 

complex quadrant analysis, including the introduction of a creative problem solving 

methodology called Q-DyTS. 
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Introduction 

The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes,  

but in having new eyes. - Marcel Proust 

Over the course of 30+ years of inter- and transdisciplinary research, American theorist and 

philosopher Ken Wilber has developed the AQAL Integral framework. This comprehensive 

approach to better understanding the complexity of reality is documented in two dozen 

books and over 100 articles.1 The AQAL Integral framework has five key elements: quadrants, 

developmental levels, developmental lines, states, and types.2 This article focuses solely on use 

of the quadrants aspect of the framework as a practical tool for sustainability practitioners to 

organize information, diagnose problems, and prescribe customized solutions. 

In a previous two-part article for this journal, “Theory and Practice of Integral Sustainable 

Development,” I offer a detailed explanation of the quadrants in the context of sustainability. 

I also summarize the work of 17 leaders and organizations which have utilized an integral 

framework for environmental and social change initiatives (ranging from senior United 

Nations officials addressing HIV/AIDS in 30 countries to companies consulting to corporate 

leadership development).3  

This document further explores application of the quadrants for sustainability. In the 

following pages I first briefly review the quadrants and contextualize them as a viable stand-

alone framework amongst a lineage of integral philosophies that stretches back thousands of 

years. I then offer over two dozen examples of how leaders, change agents, consultants and 

communities from around the world are using the quadrants to support sustainability 

initiatives today. I begin this application section with a quadrant analysis of eight popular 

books concerning corporate sustainability and sustainable development. This research 

highlights which facets of reality each author tends to privilege (and to what degree). We then 

review actual quadrant diagrams created by consultants and practitioners from the fields of 

architecture, ecology, leadership, international development, urban sustainability, 

community development, green building, corporate sustainability, and education for 

sustainability. These show specific examples of the “quadrants-in-action.” The paper closes 
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with an overview of the key steps to analyzing a sustainability initiative through the 

quadrants and offers a list of questions which may facilitate such an effort. 

This article is a reference for using the quadrants to better understand a sustainability issue, 

organize sustainability knowledge, diagnose challenges, and prescribe appropriate solutions. 

It doubles as “training wheels” for those new to this type of analysis and “cross-pollination” 

for those fluent with the methodology but eager to learn how others use it. Robertson Work, 

Principal Advisor to Development Policy at United Nations Development Programme 

headquarters, has said that “Use of the Integral framework will only grow. It’s the future of 

international development. We need to be doing development differently, where we bring in 

all the dimensions of being human.”4 I believe that leaders and practitioners from all sectors—

industry, civil society, government, and religion—can effectively use the quadrants to clarify 

the complexity of sustainability and deliver more sophisticated and effective responses to our 

social and environmental challenges. I hope, and intend, to serve that effort with this writing. 

The Quadrants: Four Perspectives for Better Understanding Sustainability 

The quadrants are essentially four lenses that, when taken together, help us to 

comprehensively look at anyone, anything, or any event.5 By looking at a sustainability 

initiative through all of the quadrants, we’re able to identify most—if not all—the major 

forces which influence the success or failure of that initiative.6 That’s the key advantage of 

doing a quadrant analysis: you get a very comprehensive picture of all the dynamics at play 

that will either make or break your project.  

Each quadrant represents one of four seemingly universal perspectives. These aren’t the only 

perspectives available to us, but they do appear to be the perspectives which are most 

commonly observed and most easily replicable.7 The bottom line is that the quadrants reveal 

the interiors and exteriors of individuals and collectives (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1. The quadrants are four unique, universal lenses with which to look at anything. 
 

Like unique windows on the world, the quadrants offer four unique ways of looking at the 

same thing, each of which reveals different dimensions or qualities of that thing. 
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Consider, for example, this artistic rendition below of Water, as seen through the four 

quadrants. The Upper-Left quadrant (UL) peers into the experience of being with water. The 

Upper-Right quadrant (UR) offers an empirical perspective on a water crystal, observing its 

physical details. The Lower-Left quadrant (LL) highlights a relationship between water and 

humanity, in this case that which involves a daily practice of collecting this life-supporting 

sustenance. Finally, the Lower-Right quadrant (LR) gives a broad overview of an ecosystem 

infused by, and supported by flowing water. 
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As a simple practical example of the quadrants, consider at a woman engaged in recycling; 

let’s look at her actions through the lens of each quadrant. The Upper Left reveals her 

interior reality while she recycles—her experience—such as what she feels about it (pride, 

resentment, a sense of duty, etc.). The Upper Right reveals her exterior reality—her behavior—

which includes the physical act of placing bottles in a recycling container. The Lower Left 

brings forth the reality of the collective interior—her culture—such as the shared values that 

encourage her to recycle (e.g., “we take responsibility for our waste and strive to protect 

natural resources”). Finally, the Lower Right unveils the exterior aspects of the collective—the 

systems created by her society—like the economic and transportation systems which enable 

recycling to be a financially viable option for a community.  

There is only one event we’ve been looking at: a woman recycling. Yet by using each of the 

quadrants as a lens, we’re able to see four distinct and important perspectives. Again, each 

quadrant is essentially a window to a different part of the same world. One window reveals 

the psychological dimensions, the next the cultural dimensions, the third the behavioral and 

bodily dimensions, and the final window shows the systems dimensions. An integrally-

informed practitioner takes the time to look through each window so as to be able to identify 
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and then effectively respond to the dynamics arising in all the major dimensions affecting his 

initiative (see figure 2). Subsequent sections of this paper offer real-world examples of how 

sustainability practitioners are doing this sort of quadrant analysis to help foster social and 

environmental change. 

 

Figure 2. Using the quadrants to identify the major influences on a sustainability initiative. 
 

Figure 3 further fleshes out quadrants in the context of sustainability. It offers examples of 

forces which can influence a sustainability initiative in each quadrant and lists some tools 

which can be used to address and even transform them.  
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Figure 3. The territory of sustainability revealed by each quadrant. 
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From Buddha to Plato to Habermas: The Lineages of the Quadrants 

The quadrants are based upon a 2600 year “lineage” of integral philosophy. Renowned 

scholars over the ages have proposed some form or another of “the Big Three,” a general 

division of reality into three worlds: the subjective (the “I” perspective of experience, 

phenomenology, psychology), the intersubjective (the “We” perspective of cultural studies, 

hermeneutics, communication), and the objective (the “It” perspective of empiricism and the 

“hard sciences”).8 Wilber was one of the first philosophers who explicitly divided the objective 

dimension into a singular and a plural.9 By adding this interobjective realm (the “Its” 

perspective of dynamic systems theory, for example) in his map, he created four quadrants 

out of the Big Three. The following offers a brief, and hopefully interesting, overview of 

philosophical lineages of the quadrants. (At this point, if your eyes have begun to glaze over 

as I refer to the philosophical lineage of a theoretical framework, feel free to skip to the next 

section on application.) 

The Three Jewels of Buddhism are Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha.10 Buddha, in the original Pali, 

literally means “awake.”11 It is the ultimate, subjective “I” experience of being enlightened. 

Dharma, from the Sanskrit, literally means “that which supports or upholds” and is often 

translated as teaching, truth, or reality.12 Dharma represents the objective “It,” the Truth, the 

Path, the Way through reality. Sangha is translated as “virtuous community” and represents 

the spiritual community from which we receive support.13 It is the ultimate “We.” Together, 

Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha form the first known philosophical example of the Big Three. 

Wilber points out that Plato’s “the good, the true, and the beautiful” are another variant on 

the Big Three; “in the broadest sense this is Plato's the True (or propositional truth referrring 

to an objective state of affairs, it), the Good (or cultural justice and appropriateness, we), and 

the Beautiful (or the individual-aesthetic dimension, I)."14 (See figure 3.) 
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Figure 3. The quadrants as a further delineation of Plato’s map of reality. 
 

In the late 18th century, Immanuel Kant published his famous “Three Critiques.” Each 

addresses a different aspect of the Big Three. The first, Critique of Pure Reason, focuses on the 

realms of empiricism and objective rationality (the “It” dimension). Critique of Practical Reason 

shifts to the field of ethics and moral philosophy (the “We” dimension). And finally, in 

Critique of Judgment, Kant turns his attention to aesthetics (the “I” dimension).15 

In the 20th century, at least five leading scholars presented similar maps of reality. John 

Dewey, one of the founders of the school of Pragmatism, strived to bring together an 

integrated outlook which suggested that to understand anything, we need to understand it 

from atomic (UR), biological (UR), sociological (LL and LR), and psychological (UL) 

perspectives.16 

Developmental psychologist and professor Clare Graves, in his model of psychology, 

identified the dynamics which influence human development from each of the realms of the 

Big Three: 

"That the biopsychosocial development of the mature human arises from the 

interaction of a double-helix complex of two sets of determining forces, the 

environmentosocial determinants (the Existential Problems of Living) and the 
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neurophsychological equipment of the organism (the Neuropsychological 

Equipment for Living)."17 

Karl Popper, one of the most influential philosophers of science in the 20th century, proposed 

a pluralist view of the universe that consists of three “different but interacting sub-universes” 

which he calls Worlds. World 1 is the physical world of phenomena and direct experience (the 

objective “It” dimension). World 2 is the mental, or psychological world, including feelings, 

thoughts, perceptions, observations (the subjective “I” dimension). World 3 is the realm of 

products of the human mind, “such as languages; tales and stories and religious myths; 

scientific conjectures or theories, and mathematical constructions; songs and symphonies; 

paintings and sculptures. But also aeroplanes and airports and other feats of engineering” 

(this is the cultural world of “We” as well as its embedded expression in the material realm.)18 

Over roughly the same time period as Graves and Popper, psychiatrist George L. Engel was 

devising an alternative model of disease that would challenge the prevailing biomedical 

model (which focused predominantly on the “It” dimension). In an article for Science in 1977, 

he proposed a biopsychosocial model which accounts for the social, psychological, and 

behavioral dimensions of illness. He claimed that “the scientific rational approach should be 

used to collect and analyze the patient's biological, psychological, cultural, and social 

circumstances.”19 These dimensions correspond to Wilber’s four quadrants. 

Finally, German philosopher and sociologist Jürgen Habermas divides reality into three 

worlds: the objective [“It”] world, the social [“We”] world, and the subjective [“I”] world.20 

Whenever someone says something, for example, Habermas notes that “the speaker takes up 

a relation to something in the objective world [“It”], something in a common social world 

[“We”], and something in his own subjective world [“I”].”21 Habermas suggests that the hearer 

will accept what has been said as valid according to three “validity claims.” Wilber correlates 

these to the quadrants: “Habermas's three validity claims, for truth (objects), truthfulness or 

sincerity (subjects), and rightness or justice (intersubjectivity), refer respectively to the Right 

half, the Upper Left, and the Lower Left.”22 

Thus, from Buddha to Plato to Habermas, an understanding of the universal dimensions of 

reality has emerged, and evolved. The quadrants framework stands on the shoulders of many 
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great minds. Given the dialectic of progress, it will likely serve as the foundation for evermore 

sophisticated and accurate maps of reality to come. For now, though, let’s look at what the 

heck one can do with this framework to help respond to our environmental and social 

challenges. 

Three Ways to Use the Quadrants to Serve Sustainability 

There are three principal ways to use the quadrants as an analytical tool. They can be used to 

organize knowledge, to diagnose a challenge, and to prescribe a solution. The following is an 

overview of these approaches. After this, we’ll flesh out examples from practitioners in 

different sectors of sustainability. 

1. Organize Sustainability Knowledge 

Often in this field we are faced with an insurmountable influx of new information. New 

research, anecdotes, frameworks, tools, approaches and insights about sustainability appear 

every day. How do we manage it, how do we recognize what is truly novel, how do we 

incorporate it into what we already know? There are many ways to organize knowledge; the 

quadrants (and the larger AQAL integral framework) provide a way of doing so that has 

proven useful for practitioners. 

The quadrants are scalable; they can organize everything from entire disciplines (see figure 4 

below) to the dynamics of a single act of recycling (as we noted above). Here’s how Sean 

Esbjörn-Hargens, Co-Director of the Integral Ecology Center, has used the quadrants to 

better understand the field of Ecology. He calls each quadrant a different Terrain of Ecology, 

and organizes a sampling of different representative approaches to ecology accordingly.23 
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Figure 4. Esbjörn-Hargens’ use of the quadrants to organize different approaches to ecology.24 
 

Thus we can loosely categorize the information we have about a sustainability topic 

according to the quadrants. Of course, rarely does environmental research or a breaking news 

story on corporate social responsibility only reveal dynamics in one quadrant; often several 

are visible when we use the quadrants lens. However, I find that by using the quadrants I can 

better, and more quickly, understand the context of a given piece of information.  

For example, say I learn about a new way to do a product Life Cycle Analysis at the same time 

I read a report about Bhutan’s Gross National Happiness Index. With the quadrants, these 

are no longer two unorganized pieces of information. The former measures the costs of 

energy production for a given product—which I would “see” through the lens of the Lower-

Right quadrant. As such, I associate business and economic systems, technology, and 

environmental impacts with a Life Cycle Analysis. The Gross National Happiness Index, 
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however, strives to measure the overall satisfaction level of an entire society. This is a dynamic 

best seen through the lens of the Lower-Left quadrant. Therefore, I would associate it with 

culture, values, communication, shared visions, and so on. As an integrally informed 

sustainability practitioner, I can build a toolkit of approaches and metrics that is based 

loosely upon the quadrants. Then, for example, when I want to investigate the dynamics of 

the LR, I might do a Life Cycle Analysis, if appropriate. As we’ll see, the quadrants are often 

used to organize information before diagnosing an issue or prescribing an intervention. 

2. Diagnose the Forces Influencing Sustainability 

Figure 2, above, visually summarizes this approach. When attempting to identify the most 

powerful influences on a given situation, the quadrants can serve as a guide, reminding us to 

check in on all the major dimensions of reality. Did we remember to consider the cultural 

and psychological dynamics involved here? Are there behavioral or body/brain issues at play? 

Here’s an example of how Tim Winton, who runs an Integral Sustainability educational 

center in Australia, uses the quadrants to diagnose the major challenges of adapting to living 

within ecological limits. 
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Figure 5. Winton’s use of the quadrants to diagnose the challenges of living within ecological limits.25 
 

A diagnosis doesn’t have to be as comprehensive as this. An on-the-fly quadrant analysis of a 

situation can often reveal that dynamics in one quadrant are a major impediment to the 

success of a sustainability initiative.  

For example, in April of 2006 it was reported that Petrobras, Brazil’s national oil company, 

would stop trying to build an access road through a UNESCO-designated Biosphere region 

that is also inhabited by indigenous groups intent upon maintaining their traditional ways.26 

The company will instead begin employing helicopters to access the site. In this case, the 

collective values (LL) placed upon preserving a diverse bio-region and an indigenous culture 

profoundly influenced the outcome of this initiative. If biological diversity and cultural 

preservation hadn’t been deeply valued by stakeholders (and if those values hadn’t been acted 
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upon), the road would have likely gone through. This is an example of an organization not 

paying attention to forces in the Lower-Left quadrant and subsequently not achieving their 

goals as planned. A more sophisticated strategy would have taken into account these 

dynamics beforehand, and prescribed a solution that addressed them. 

3. Prescribe Solutions which Account for all Major Forces 

Once the quadrants have been used to identify all of the major psychological, behavioral, 

cultural, and systemic influences upon any situation, they can then be used to prescribe an 

integrated response. Here’s an example from Cameron Owens regarding an initiative to foster 

sustainable consumption and waste reduction in Calgary, Ontario.27 

 

Figure 6. Owens’ use of the quadrants to prescribe an integrated response to urban waste reduction.28 
 

Some practitioners also use the quadrants to envision the outcome they intend to create. The 

following is from professor—and integrally informed Green Architect—Mark DeKay. In it, he 

sketches out some of the keys to an Integral approach to Green Architecture.29 
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Figure 7. DeKay’s use of the quadrants to prescribe an Integral approach to Green Architecture.30 
 

In summary, the quadrants can be applied many ways, under the three general themes of 

organization, diagnosis, and prescription. It’s important to remember that the quadrants are 

only lenses through which we can look at an issue. They aren’t boxes that rigidly categorize 

different parts of reality. All systems don’t “go” in the Lower-Right quadrant, all behavior 

doesn’t “go” in the Upper-Right quadrant. Anything, any event, can be looked at through the 

lens of all four quadrants. However, most things tend to be revealed more clearly through one 

quadrant or another; an economic system and its influences on a sustainability initiative are 

more easily seen through the lens of the Lower-Right quadrant than that of the Upper-Left 

quadrant. (Of course there are psychological, cultural, and behavioral aspects to any 

economic system as well.)  

The next few sections of this paper are dedicated to more examples of how the quadrants 

have been applied to support sustainability initiatives, from analyzing corporate 
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sustainability communications to designing a response to HIV/AIDS in Africa. The paper 

concludes with a series of guidelines for how to do a quadrant analysis.  

A Quadrant Analysis of Eight Popular Books on Sustainability 

Overview of Research Questions and Methodology 

For a recent research project, I performed a quadrant analysis of eight popular books about 

sustainability. I wanted to understand the weight they give to each quadrant. Where do they 

focus most of their attention? Which aspects of reality do they privilege and what might the 

consequences be for those who use these books as core text for understanding sustainability? 

What message has the public received from these books about which dimensions of 

sustainability are the most important? I wanted to get a quantitative and qualitative sense of 

where mainstream sustainability books stood with respect to these four universal 

perspectives. 

The eight books I analyzed were broken into five business sustainability books and three 

books aimed at a multi-sector audience. They were: 

• Cradle to Cradle: Remaking the Way We Make Things by William 

McDonough and Michael Braungart 

• Natural Capitalism: Creating the Next Industrial Revolution by Paul Hawken, 

Amory Lovins, and Hunter Lovins 

• The Ecology of Commerce: A Declaration of Sustainability by Paul Hawken 

• Walking the Talk: The Business Case for Sustainability, Charles O. Holliday, 

Jr., Stephan Shmidheiny, Phillip Watts 

• The Natural Step for Business: Wealth, Ecology and the Evolutionary 

Corporation, Brian Nattrass and Mary Altomare 

• Plan B 2.0: Rescuing a Planet Under Stress and a Civilization in Trouble, Lester 

Brown 

• Our Common Future, World Commission on Sustainable Development 

• Ecovillage Living: Restoring the Earth and Her People, Hildur Jackson and 

Karen Svensson 
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My methodology was straightforward. I analyzed each sentence of every book and 

documented which quadrant it seemed to focus on. Technically, I looked at the ontological 

aspect of each statement: the “what” which was being focused on. I avoided trying to 

interpret the epistemological aspect (“who” was doing the looking: the author’s worldview) 

and the methodological aspect (“how” sustainability was being perceived: with which 

methodology).31  

To determine to which quadrant I would assign any given sentence, I asked, “Is this sentence 

focusing on the interior or exterior dimensions of reality? And is it focusing on the individual 

or the collective?” Once I had tabulated the number of lines in a book that focused on each 

quadrant, I divided that number by the total lines in the book, thus achieving a percentage. 

Those percentages are graphed in the results below. To understand how I chose the books I 

did, and why I consider them to be an accurate representation of popular sustainability 

books, please see this footnote.32 See the subsequent footnote for all the books on 

sustainability I considered analyzing.33 The following diagrams summarize my results, and 

quite frankly, are much more interesting than those footnotes. 
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Graphical Results of the Quadrant Analysis of Popular Sustainability Books 
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Discussion of Results: Why Does the Lower Right Dominate in These Books? 

The utter dominance of the Lower-Right quadrant in these diagrams has numerous 

implications and likely causes. First of all, it suggests that when it comes to looking at 

sustainability, the authors predominantly focused the attention of their readers on the 

systems aspects of sustainability. Sentence after sentence, book after book, the authors’ lenses 

consistently privilege one-quarter of reality. Pollution permits, illiteracy rates, economic 

factors, technological advances, computer modeling to track resource usage, organizational 

structures, the resource base, and complementary currencies are all examples from the books. 

Our worldview is largely a product of our habits. How we habitually see the world forges the 

blinders that ultimately conceal that which is rare to our attention. Were I to only look at 

sustainability through the Lower-Right weighted lens offered by these books, I would 

eventually come to understand sustainability as only the forces and elements revealed by that 

lens. I would create blinders that would keep me habitually unaware of—and inattentive to—

the nuances of the other three main dimensions of reality and the impact which they have 

upon sustainability.  

Were I to only see sustainability as presented by many of these authors, one of my “lenses” on 

the world would bulge out of proportion, yet it would feel natural to me. As I faced our 

global challenges, I would see LR problems and prescribe LR solutions. And potentially, my 

interventions would fail, or at least not be as effective as they could, precisely because of my 

prejudiced focus on the world. There’s a quotation from the Talmud which says, “We do not 

see things as they are; we see things as we are.” The depth of my vision and understanding of 

sustainability can only extend as far as my capacity to see the forces, dynamics, and truths 

revealed by all quadrants. With a LR prejudice, I would be literally crippled as a sustainability 

practitioner, because the world, while it may appear as I am, it IS NOT as I am. The world is 

what it is, and it has at least four fundamental dimensions (the quadrants) arising 

concurrently, like different facets of the same occasion. By blocking myself off to those other 

facets of sustainability, I thwart myself and severely limit my capacity to respond effectively 

to what IS.  
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Throughout life, as I studied sustainability, had I only read these bestsellers my perspective 

would have become prejudiced to see but a fraction of reality, to favor but one quarter—at 

best a half—of the reality of sustainability. And with this perceptive habit, I would have tried 

to serve the healthy development of society and the environment while utterly limited by that 

which I couldn’t really see, and thus that which I couldn’t truly know. 

This may be a slightly melodramatic rendition of the habits of mind which arise and the 

dangers of not seeing as much as one possibly can. However, the issue remains that the #1, 

#2, and #3 selling books concerning sustainability at Amazon.com—Cradle to Cradle, Plan B 

2.0, and Natural Capitalism—craft a lens on the world which deeply privileges one dimension of 

sustainability: the Lower Right (73%, 91%, and 90%, respectively).34 If the majority of 

sustainability practitioners draw upon these books (or most of the others I analyzed and 

potentially the vast majority of all popular sustainability books) as their “guides” through the 

complexity of social and ecological change, will we find our way to global sustainability? That 

question remains to be answered. My sense, though, is that while a focus on the LR may have 

served us well to date, given the increasingly sophisticated, entrenched, and nuanced 

challenges we face, it is time to reconsider and consciously reform our lenses so that we can 

better account for more of reality. 

It’s important to note that my analysis doesn’t suggest that the authors aren’t aware of all of 

the major dimensions of reality revealed by the quadrants. Like any human, they can take an 

“I” perspective on their experience, an “it” perspective on their behavior, a “we” perspective on 

their relationships and culture, and an “its” perspective on the systems around them. 

However, these authors chose to focus their studies, and thus the reader’s learning, on the 

Lower-Right aspects of sustainability.  

Why is this? Only the authors themselves can say for sure, but I believe it is because the forces 

revealed by the Lower-Right quadrant are so vitally important and influential on the planet 

and were thus appropriately prioritized. Think about it: Economic systems, technological 

systems, ecosystems, weather systems, educational systems, policies, regulations. These are all 

massive forces driving in some cases—and drowning in others—our quest for sustainability. 

My individual experience of sustainability (UL) does not have as large an effect on our future 
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as the fact that the US dollar is backed by oil, a non-renewable resource. Likely the authors 

chose strategically, focusing where there is easily accessible data and where the major levers 

for change reside.  

Wilber argues that “the Lower-Right quadrant, in other words the techno-economic mode of 

production, is the single strongest determinant of the average mode of consciousness in a 

culture. It’s not the only determinant, but it’s the single strongest.”35 What he’s suggesting is 

that if you can influence the Lower Right, you influence the strongest lever on the average 

level of development in a culture. The more developed the Lower Right structures are—such 

as sustainability policy mainstreamed into all corporate and governmental legal structures—

the more they will serve to “pull” people “up” to that level of development. Thus, if you have 

to choose to focus only on one quadrant, the Lower Right is the most powerful. However, we 

know that the Lower Right quadrant is influenced by the other quadrants as well, because 

they co-arise, or “tetra-evolve”, thus it is useful and powerful to utilize an integral approach 

which leverages forces in all quadrants as they will all work to help develop the others. 

Another potential reason for the heavy focus on the Lower Right is the context and 

“language” of the audience to whom these books are speaking. Our Common Future by the 

World Commission on Sustainable Development, focuses 94% on the Lower Right: Lack of 

access to resources, inequitable land ownership structures, institutional mandates, 

technology-transfer agreements, intergovernmental policy, political processes, transfrontier 

pollution standards, etc. Yet who is their audience? International policy makers, lawyers, 

administrators of intergovernmental agencies, and politicians. The World Commission 

needed to focus on the aspects of sustainability that were most relevant and accepted by its 

audience. While they do a solid job of laying out policy recommendations and framing the 

crucial issues from a LR perspective, they fundamentally privilege the LR. While this is 

appropriate to its audience, the challenge is that such an approach only serves to reinforce a 

lopsided view of sustainability. Any newcomer to the field might even take away the 

impression that that’s what sustainability is: merely all of those aspects seen through the LR 

lens. 
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The LR is a vitally important aspect of sustainability; we must pay attention to it or we will 

fail. Yet, again, I feel we are called to consider more than those dynamics as the social and 

environmental complexities we face only deepen. We are finding that partial, piecemeal 

solutions to our sustainability challenges, those which only focus on the Right-Hand 

quadrants, simply aren’t sufficient anymore. 

Some books, notably The Natural Step for Business and Ecovillage Living had strong Lower-Left 

representation (22% and 19% respectively). Those two books also had the strongest Upper- 

Left focus out of the sample (11% each). Why is this? In the case of the Natural Step book, 

their methodology is largely based in the notion of organizational learning and the power of 

“metaphor-frames that provide us with a context to interpret reality.”36 The authors inquire 

into the cultural and communication dynamics that influence sustainability, as well as those 

of human psychology and experience. It’s interesting to note that the Natural Step has gone 

on to become, arguably, the most successful and popular sustainability framework used 

worldwide. I contend that one reason for this is because it helps practitioners to achieve 

traction against complex issues by accounting for psychological, cultural, and systemic 

issues. 

Ecovillage Living has an explicit integral framework that is at the heart of their approach to 

sustainability. The authors quote from Ken Wilber and recommend his books in their list of 

resources. Figure 8 below lays out their integral approach, which, in their own way, addresses 

the Big Three. It focuses on individual spiritual development, cultural sensitivity, and many 

social factors. 
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Figure 8. The 15 Elements of Ecovillage Living. (An integral approach) 
 

All of the sustainability books I analyzed did shift their focus periodically to each of the 

quadrants, although not in equal amounts as we have seen. In Appendix A I’ve compiled 

many examples of sustainability aspects and dynamics from seven of the eight books, 

organized into the quadrants. I hope that this compilation helps to hone the lenses of new 

Integral Sustainability practitioners as to which sustainability factors are revealed by each 

quadrant. Seasoned practitioners may also find that Appendix A shows subtle facets of 

sustainability that they normally wouldn’t consider in a quadrant analysis.  
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There are many sustainability books that focus specifically on different aspects of the Lower-

Left or Upper-Left quadrants. To learn more about how to work with these dimensions of 

sustainability, consider the following resources. 

Sustainability Books which Focus on the UL Sustainability Books which Focus on the LL 

Safeguarding our Common Future: Rethinking 
Sustainable Development  
(About the phenomenology of sustainability) 

Global Sustainability: The Impact of Local 
Cultures, A New Perspective for Science and 
Engineering, Economics and Politics  

The Self and the Other: Sustainability and Self-
Empowerment 

The Fourth Pillar of Sustainability: Culture's 
Essential Role in Public Planning 

Fostering Sustainable Behavior: An Introduction to 
Community-Based Social Marketing  
(Based in social psychology) 

Urban Crisis: Culture and the Sustainability of 
Cities 

Psychology of Sustainable Development Culture, Environmental Action and Sustainability 

Psychology and Environmental Change Tourism, Recreation, and Sustainability: Linking 
Culture and the Environment 

The Psychology of Environmental Problems Cultural and Spiritual Values of Biodiversity 

A Spiritual Audit of Corporate America: A Hard 
Look at Spirituality, Religion, and Values in the 
Workplace 

The Sustainability Effect: Rethinking Corporate 
Reputation in the 21st Century 

 

In the following section, we’ll look at examples of how the quadrants are currently being used 

for the organization of sustainability knowledge, diagnosis of social and ecological 

challenges, and the design of integrated solutions. This will be followed by insights and 

guidelines into actually doing a quadrant analysis of a sustainability issue. 
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Quadrant Diagram Examples from Integral Sustainability Practitioners 

This section offers 18 quadrant diagrams covering four different areas of sustainability:  

• Leadership for Sustainability 

• Urban and Community Sustainable Development 

• International Sustainable Development 

• Corporate Sustainability. 

 

I will only describe the context of each diagram, without discussion; I merely want to show 

the many ways that this framework is being used by Integral Sustainability practitioners. For 

several of the areas, there are examples of each of the three main ways to use the quadrants: to 

organize information, diagnose an issue, or prescribe a solution. 

Please understand that these quadrant diagrams are completely taken out of context. The 

diagrams should not be considered as a comprehensive representation of the author’s 

understanding about the issue. In most cases the diagrams serve to capture the big ideas and 

the major forces in each quadrant as the practitioner sees them. In all cases, these diagrams 

are part of a much larger, more complex analysis, which often also involve other elements of 

the Integral framework, especially developmental levels. For further details, please read the 

associated papers, or contact the authors directly.   

Quadrant Diagrams: Leadership for Sustainability 

This first example is from a paper by Gail Hochachka, Co-Director of the Integral 

International Development Center. In this quadrant diagram she identifies some of the 

different questions that are asked by different types of leadership. All of these questions, she 

states, offer important knowledge for finding a resolution or taking action.37 
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Figure 9. Hochachka’s different types of leadership questions. 38 
 

This next diagram is a classic example of using the quadrants to organize knowledge; in this 

case, past and current approaches to leadership.39 
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Figure 10. Different types of leadership approaches.  
Adapted by Hochacka from Burke, Forman, Thomas & Putz40 

 

Marilyn Hamilton, founder of IntegralCity.com uses the quadrants in this diagram to 

organize different research methodologies which are available to the Integral Sustainability 

practitioner.41 
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Figure 11. Hamilton’s examples of research methodologies in the Integral framework.42 
 

Tam Lundy, a specialist in an Integral approach to community development, uses the 

quadrants here to organize different types of transformational and educational tools which 

one can use to help effect social and environmental change.43 
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Figure 12. Lundy’s use of the quadrants to organize tools for learning and transformation.44 
 

In this example, Hochachka uses the quadrants to categorize the different methodologies her 

consulting group used to do an integrally-informed organizational assessment of One Sky – 

Canadian Institute for Sustainable Living.45 
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Figure 13. Hochachka & Thomson’s methodologies used as  
part of an Integrally informed organizational assessment.46 

 

The following is a guided meditation through the quadrants, originally developed by Joseph 

Friedman for UNDP’s Leadership for Results programme. It has been used by Negash 
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Shiferaw in Ethiopia as part of his Integrally informed international development consulting 

practice.47 

 

Figure 14. Friedman’s guided meditation through the quadrants.
48

 

 

Quadrant Diagrams: Sustainable Urban and Community Development 

Within the realm of urban and community development, a superb quadrant example, which 

also includes developmental levels, has been created by Marilyn Hamilton. Called the “Spiral 

Flower Values Map of Abbotsford”, it is a detailed diagram of research results from a 

community survey in which Hamilton maps out the values of a community. The diagram is 

too large to be inserted here, but can be found at: 

http://www.integralcity.com/Maple%20Leaf%20Meme%20Proj/Spiral.flower.icity.pdf  
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This next example comes from Bettina Geiken. It is part of Project Shams: Sustainable 

Human Activities in Mediterranean Urban Systems. In this quadrant diagram she organizes a 

list of possible progress indicators for the project, as part of an internal evaluation. 

 

Figure 15. Geiken’s use of the quadrants to identify possible progress indicators for  
an urban sustainability project in the Mediterranean.49  

 

Continuing in the Mediterranean, the following comes from Anne Caspari at the University 

of Rome. It shows how the quadrants can be used to help diagnose sustainability challenges. 

In this case, issues around rehabilitating a waterway in the Roman metropolitan area. This is 

a European Union funded project.50 
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Acqua
Architettura
Ambiente

WATERDESIGN URBAN RIVER REHABILITATION CONFERENCE  
Dresden, 21st – 23rd of September 2005

“Ripples in the Pond”: 
Problem Solving with Secondary Water Course Rehabilitation 

in Rome Metropolitan Area 

Integral planning (Ken Wilber): AQAL All Quadrants All Levels
Upper left (individual interiority)
Personal responsibility of users and leaders: 
single persons, private initiative (green)

Environmental awareness: beginning with new 
generations

Personal Integrity: abusive system

Value Meme (spiral dynamics): blue, red

Information and education: beginning

Upper right - (individual behavior)
Water quality: extremely bad, IV, V 

quantity: 1000 mm/a, distribution winter month

Soil bio engineering methods: limited, presence 
of sewage collector, solid rock, lack of 
water, lack of rain, lack of maintenance

user habits: violence, destruction, little problem 
awareness  

Lower right (collective systems)
Law and regulations not comprehensive, not 

implemented, habit rights
Polluter pays principle: not applied
Strategic spatial planning: crisis management
Urban systems: planning by doing, social 

problems in periphery, violence 
Provision of basic infrastructure: crisis 

management
Administrative system: competition

Lower left (collective culture)
water traditionally abused 
little respect of laws and regulations
low environmental awareness, cultural 
approach to nature: abusive 
v-meme structure: blue, red in periphery
little openness to innovation, participation 
Administrative habits: inertia, little problem 
awareness  
Openness to sustainable uses: beginning 

 

Figure 16. Caspari’s use of the quadrants to diagnose challenges to Roman waterway rehabilitation.51 
 

The following diagram shows how the quadrants can be used to prescribe a solution, or 

specifically in this case, to envision an ideal future. This was developed by Tam Lundy as part 

of her Integral community development work in British Columbia.  
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Figure 17. Lundy’s use of the quadrants to help a community envision its potential.52 
 

Wilber has often noted that it’s hard to create an Integral person, but easy to create an 

Integral team. In this piece, Marilyn Hamilton develops an integrated community emergency 

response team for complex adaptive bio-threats (like Avian flu). Collectively, this team would 

be able to respond to the full spectrum of needs of a community in a major crisis.53 
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Figure 18. Hamilton’s design of an integrated community emergency response team.54 
 

For the final example concerning urban and community sustainability, we zero in on a 

specific application of the quadrants by architect and professor Mark DeKay. In this piece, he 
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organizes many of the dimensions and aspects of an integral approach to daylighting 

(creating built environments which use natural daylight).55 

 

Figure 19. DeKay’s use of quadrants and developmental levels to  
explore a model for Integral Sustainable Design through daylighting.56 
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Quadrant Diagrams: International Development 

My experience suggests that integral approaches are used more often in international 

development than in any other discipline to date. Two of the key reasons for this are as 

follows. First, the field is incredibly complex—incorporating factors from dozens of other 

disciplines, ranging from medicine to politics to education to satellite imaging—and as such 

it demands complex and advanced thinking to generate sustainable results. Secondly, a 

number of leaders within the United Nations system started drawing from Wilber’s writing 

and that of other integral theorists in the late 1980s and early 1990s. Nearly 30 years later, 

considerable field experience with integral approaches has been documented, although much 

remains to be learned and tested. In recent papers, both Gail Hochachka and I have 

documented and studied how some leaders within the United Nations Development 

Programme (UNDP) and United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) are currently using 

integral approaches in over 30 countries to reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS.57 Most of the 

following examples are drawn from the work being done by these UNDP leaders and by those 

whom they have trained in the methodology. 

This first example comes from Negash Shiferaw. It is a diagnosis of some of the major forces 

contributing to charcoal production and the ensuing deforestation near Lake Zeway in 

Ethiopia. 
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Figure 20. Shiferaw’s use of the quadrants to diagnose major dynamics  
contributing to charcoal production in Ethiopia.58 

 

As part of a UNDP leadership development program, the quadrants were used by participants 

in Swaziland to map the epidemic.59 They completed the following example. 
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Figure 21. Swaziland citizens’ use of the quadrants to map the HIV/AIDS epidemic.60 
 

The following diagnosis of the multiple dimensions of HIV/AIDS comes from Hochachka. 

She adapted it from Henderson and Friedman who helped to create the UNDP HIV/AIDS 

Group’s leadership development program that draws upon integral approaches.61 
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Figure 22. Use of the quadrants to understand the multiple dimensions of HIV/AIDS. 
Adapted by Hochachka from Henderson and Friedman62 

 

This is a prescriptive quadrant diagram which aims to help find a response to HIV/AIDS that 

incorporates dynamics from each of the quadrants. This also comes from Hochachka, 

adapted from Henderson and Friedman’s work.63 
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Figure 23. Using the quadrants to help prescribe integrated responses to HIV/AIDS. 
Adapted by Hochachka from Henderson and Friedman 64  

 

We now shift from HIV/AIDS in Africa to use of the quadrants to support communications 

around climate change issues in Australia. Chris Riedy, from the Institute for Sustainable 

Futures, based his Ph.D. thesis in Integral Sustainability.65 As part of his research he has 

developed a proposal for a nation-wide climate change communication project, under the 

working title of National Conversation on Climate Change (NCCC). He notes that  

The NCCC aims to stimulate public debate on Australia’s response to climate 

change by undertaking a series of high-profile citizen forums in all Australian 

states and developing an associated website and other media outputs….In 

addition to the Integral framework, the NCCC is inspired by theorists of 

deliberative and discursive democracy, who emphasize the role of discursive 

contestation, deliberation and communication in an authentic democracy.66 
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The following diagram shows some of the ways that the design of the NCCC seeks to address 

all quadrants.67 

 

Figure 24. Riedy’s use of the quadrants to design a national conversation on climate change in Australia.68 

 

Quadrant Diagram: Corporate Sustainability 

The following analysis of Interface’s corporate sustainability initiatives was done by Cynthia 

McEwen of Avastone Consulting. It was part of a larger proposal to improve their overall 

corporate sustainability program.69 For further examples of corporate sustainability issues as 

seen through the quadrants, please see Appendix A. 
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Figure 25. Avastone Consulting’s use of the quadrants to analyze Interface’s corporate sustainability initiatives.70 
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Guidelines for Doing a Quadrant Analysis 

There are many ways to use the quadrants to reveal useful information and aid in the design 

of integrated solutions to environmental, social, and economic challenges. As we’ve seen in 

the many examples above, it can be as simple as jotting down the influences which are most 

obvious in each quadrant.  

The key is to try it yourself, to gain fluency, to find your own effective style. As Bettina Geiken 

notes, “There is no ‘right’ way to build the matrix. It’s experiential; the more you use it, the 

easier it becomes to see/sense the interconnections between quadrants and access knowledge 

in the individual or the group.”71 In this section we’ll visit two similar—yet more 

sophisticated—approaches to doing a quadrant analysis, as well as a useful twist called a 

“multi-layer AQ scan.”  

One Integral Sustainability practitioner, Cameron Owens, has developed a sophisticated 

approach to identifying forces that inhibit or enable sustainable behavior. He refers to it as 

identifying the “I”, “We”, and “It” barriers and supports.72 His approach is encapsulated in 

figure 26. 
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Figure 26. Owens’ use of the quadrants and developmental levels to identify  
the “I”, “We”, and “It” barriers and supports for sustainable behavior.73 

 

Building upon Owens’ work is a similar approach I developed called the Q-DyTS problem 

solving process. (Q-DyTS stands for Quadrant Dynamics: Thwarting or Supporting.) The 

entire process is documented in Appendices B and C, with a brief overview offered here. 

1. Clarify the initiative or central issue to be addressed. 

2. Identify the forces revealed by each quadrant which might support the 

initiative or help resolve the issue. 

3. Identify the forces revealed by each quadrant which might thwart the 

initiative or hinder resolution of the problematic issue. 
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4. Choose the thwarting and supporting forces which seem likely to have 

the greatest influence on the ultimate success or failure of your efforts. 

5. Design an integrated response which addresses the major thwarting 

forces and builds off of the most influential supporting forces. Use 

tools and methodologies appropriate to each quadrant to respond to 

forces in that quadrant. 

6. Implement the response.  

7. Measure results to the greatest degree possible. Gather feedback.  

8. Repeat process and design a more tailored response, based upon 

previous results and feedback. 

 

Figure 27 is a chart developed by Gil Friend, CEO of Natural Logic, which organizes the key 

information gathered in the first few steps of the Q-DyTS process. An example of a 

completed Q-DyTS chart is in Figure 28. For this piece, Friend analyzed an initiative to help a 

major US city become more sustainable. He specifically identified the key supporting and 

thwarting influences upon the group which leads the initiative. 

 
Figure 27. Natural Logic’s chart for identifying the key supporting and thwarting forces  

that influence a sustainability initiative. Adapted from Owens’ methodology.74 
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Figure 28. Natural Logic’s use of the quadrants to identify key supporting and thwarting influences upon the 
group which leads a major city’s initiative to become more sustainable.75 
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A final insight into how to analyze a sustainability initiative using the quadrants comes from 

developmental psychologist Susanne Cook-Greuter.76 She calls it a “multi-layer AQ scan,” 

where AQ stands for “All Quadrants.” This is how it works. Anything can be looked at 

through the four quadrants. Therefore, any force which influences a sustainability initiative 

and is “placed” in a quadrant during an analysis, can in turn be pulled out and itself viewed 

through the quadrants. Figure 29 visually explains this.  

 

Figure 29. Cook-Greuter’s methodology to use multiple layers of quadrant analyses  
to uncover additional leverage points and influences.77 

 

For example, drawing from Figure 28, “fatigue” is a thwarting force identified in the Upper 

Right; it adversely affects the city sustainability working group. To respond to the issue of 

fatigue, a quadrant analysis of “workgroup fatigue” could be done which identifies the 

influences from each quadrant upon an individual’s fatigue. Leverage points may be 

identified by doing this sort of analysis that were not seen before.  
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This practice is particularly useful for analyzing the “uncontrollable” forces identified when 

doing a quadrant analysis of an issue. By engaging in a multi-layer scan, it may be possible to 

eventually identify controllable levers that can influence a previously-considered 

uncontrollable force. 

Conclusion 

This paper is an attempt at an introductory guide for sustainability practitioners who want 

to use and benefit from the Integral framework. Specifically, I have focused on the quadrants 

element, and have left the other elements—levels, lines, states, and types—for future inquiry. 

My intention has been to show, through numerous real-life examples, the tremendous 

practicality of a quadrant analysis, and to make the analytical process itself less daunting and 

more user-friendly. Along the way, I also detailed the philosophical lineage of the quadrants, 

shared some initial research concerning popular sustainability books as seen through the 

quadrants, and outlined a nine-step problem solving methodology for sustainability 

initiatives.  

Yet fundamentally, I have only focused on the tool—a quadrant analysis. I have not focused 

on the tool user. The more conscious the tool user, the better the tool can be wielded. A basic 

quadrant analysis can be accomplished by anyone who can understand systems; typically this 

capacity arises with formal operational cognition. Yet increasingly sophisticated quadrant 

analyses become possible as someone gains the capacity to understand systems of systems, or 

even systems of systems of systems. With each leap in our cognitive awareness, we find 

increasingly sophisticated and nuanced dynamics within, and between the quadrants. One of 

the most advanced Integral Sustainability practitioners I know doesn’t even do this sort of 

quadrant analysis anymore; he focuses nearly entirely upon the dynamics between the 

quadrants. And of course, there are four other key elements of the Integral framework one 

could take into consideration when doing an analysis of a sustainability issue and designing 

an intervention.  

Integral analysis can become quite complex very fast. Yet I want to end by sharing a key 

insight I have learned from working alongside veteran Integral practitioners. A good Integral 

response tends to be simple. It represents the simplicity on the other side of complexity. 
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Integral responses don’t need to be, and really shouldn’t be, incredibly complex whole-

systems interventions that simultaneously address all dynamics in all quadrants, in all levels, 

in all states, in all types. It’s exhausting just thinking about trying to create something like 

that, much less implementing it and trying to develop metrics to monitor it. Rather, a good 

Integral response is based upon an analysis which uses the Integral framework to help 

identify the key leverage points which will have the greatest positive influence upon the 

initiative. For the actual intervention, the practitioner consciously pushes on the few key 

levers and observes the ripples as they spread through the rest of the quadrants and how the 

whole system changes.  

Do I have any examples I can point to where this has been done and comprehensively 

documented? No. Do I know that it is possible, that people are doing it, and that you can do 

it? Yes. While we have come a long way in our understanding and application of Integral 

Theory in the field, there is still considerable distance to travel to truly understand how to do 

sophisticated, effective, sustainable, and simple systemic interventions that serve the long-

term health and well-being of humanity, all life, and all of consciousness. I invite you to 

actively join us on this quest for understanding. As you practice with this methodology in the 

field, relay to us your successes and challenges. Step by step, brick by brick, insight by insight, 

we will build a collective intelligence and an institutional knowledge that will make this work 

far easier for our children and grandchildren to come. 
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Appendix A 

Specific Examples of Sustainability Issues and Dynamics  

from Seven Popular Sustainability Books78 

 

Psychological and Experiential Aspects of Sustainability: Upper-Left Quadrant Examples 

Internal dedication to transforming commerce to a 
restorative undertaking.79 
Logic of argumentation80 
Faith in technology81 
The reason why a farmer becomes involved in the 
production of biofuels82 
The aesthetics (or lack thereof) of suburban sprawl 
and strip malls83 
Food worry. For some, it’s about whether they will 
eat at all today; for others it concerns whether they 
will eat too much and gain weight84 
A mother’s better understanding of nutrition (which 
leads to her child being well nourished)85 
An individual’s choice to oppose or to champion a 
sustainability initiative86 
The aura of contentment from working in the 
garden87 
The improvement of mental health and 
psychological well-being from gardening88 
The feeding of people’s souls by the bountiful and 
beautiful gardens of Urban Agriculture89 
Biophilia and the “asphalt complex”901 
Ecopsychology91 
The effects of the Exxon-Valdez oil spill on the 
emotional health of a fisherman92 
Enjoyment and delight sapped away by today’s 
industrial infrastructure93 
A designer’s decision to leave behind a positive 
design legacy94 
The spiritual and imaginative depth that nature can 
inspire95 
Wisdom that allows one to “see the hollowness and 
fundamental unsatisfactoriness of a life devoted 
primarily to the pursuit of material ends96 

                                                 
1 The biophilia hypothesis “argues that those who are 

deprived of contact with nature suffer psychologically and 
that this deprivation leads to a measurable decline in well-
being.” [Brown, p. 221]. The “asphalt complex” is a result 
of this deprivation. 

The beauty, creativity, fantasy, enjoyment, and 
inspiration that falls by the wayside with a focus 
purely on eco-efficiency.97 
One’s love of the outdoors98 
Fun and pleasure derived from the use of, and even 
discarding of, a well-designed product99 
The “design filter” – a filter that is in the designer’s 
head, instead of at the end of a pipe100 
The intellectual framework of The Natural Step101 
The power of taking a stand for what you 
passionately believe102 
The use of metaphors to understand reality. Our 
metaphor-frames that provide us with a context to 
interpret reality, yet also create blind spots—where we 
don’t see things that are out of our frame.103 
Our own self-deception, where most of us don’t 
really know the net effect on the planet of how we 
live104 
The belief that we are separate from nature, exempt 
from natural constraints, or too small relative to 
natural systems to make a difference105 
The human ingenuity and humility required to bring 
about sustainability106 
System thinking, thinking in wholes, being able to 
see the whole picture107 
The need for meaningful work108 
A perceptual breakthrough, understanding the new 
paradigm that true ecological sustainability is not a 
cost to the company, it is a source of profits and 
competitive advantage109 
The vision of a leader (like Interface’s Ray 
Anderson)110 
Engaging in psychotherapy to support an 
organization’s change process111 
One’s sense of “personal sustainability” and the 
philosophy behind it112 
A proactive attitude toward positive change113 
One’s sense of purpose—feeling that the work you do 
and what the organization does collectively truly 
does make a difference114 
Being unable to read or write115 
The broader perspective required to deal with 
environmental problems that encompasses the 
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factors underlying world poverty and international 
inequality116 
Enjoying natural beauty for its own sake117 
Ignorance of the distant consequences of today’s 
decisions118 
Personal attitudes to health, nutrition, and child-
bearing119 
Greater awareness of everyday environmental 
factors120 
The basing of understanding of environmental 
processes and development on traditional beliefs or 
information from a conventional education121 
The increasingly impersonal relationship between 
farmers and the soil122 
The priorities of resource-poor farmers123 
A farmer deciding when to plant, water, fertilize, and 
harvest crops124 
A feeling of unity with Nature125 
Personal creativity and unfolding126 
Dreaming and imagining how things can be better127 
Selfishness and greed128 
The quality of love one brings to ecological 
restoration work129 
Self-esteem130 
Personal transformation131 
Meditation as an interior discipline132 
Mental balance achieved as a result of spiritual 
development133 
Consciousness in which Nature becomes an 
abstraction, something ‘out there’ to be viewed 
through a window or on a video screen134 
Personal integrity135 
Recognition that anything I see outside myself—any 
criticisms, irritations or appreciations—may also be 
reflections of what is inside me136 
Recognition that there may be wider perspectives 
than my own and deeper issues than those that 
immediately concern me137 

The transformation of motivation from 
anger/fear/despair to compassion/love/purpose138 
Non-attachment to outcome139 
Opening oneself to the pain of the world140 
A happy employee141 
Poisoning the soul with artificiality142 
Spiritual challenge143 
How a designer thinks, the design mentality144 
Mental spectacles that reveal the previously invisible 
waste all around us145 
“a highly satisfying psychological condition of flow” 
resulting from when people have a clear objective, 
intense concentration, no distractions, immediate 
feedback on their progress, and a sense of challenge146 
Philosophical framework147 
A genuine understanding of what a resource really is 
(the word comes from the Latin resurge, to rise again. 
A true resource is something that returns over and 
over again, because it is part of a cyclical process.148 
To think in terms of the integrity of systems149 
Ecological thinking150 
A framework for both understanding and action151 
Realization and insight152 
The satisfaction from meeting objectives, achieving 
goals, acting with integrity153 
The cost-consciousness of an informed farmer154 
The wisdom of natural capitalism155 
Knowing that something is actually possible so you 
can choose to do it156 
The exploiting of a people’s willingness to let 
markets work157 
An understanding of what not to do158 
The fundamental concern of where one’s next meal 
comes from159 
A recognition of how much is enough160 

 

Behavioral and Bodily Aspects of Sustainability: Upper-Right Quadrant Examples 

An individual’s embodiment of the strains and 
demands we collectively place upon the 
environment.161 
The act of testing soil quality162 
Toxin level in the blood of a newborn163 
An individual’s use of throwaway products164 
The use of condoms to prevent the spread of HIV165 
Strong personal leadership by President Museveni of 
Uganda to stem the spread of HIV/AIDS 
The use of more water-efficient irrigation 
technologies166 

“Moving down the food chain” by reducing the 
consumption of foods that require large amounts of 
grains and water to produce167 
Replacing inefficient refrigerators, switching to high-
efficiency light bulbs, and insulating roofs168 
Bicycling to work and its advantages to one’s 
health169 
Composting170 
Signing up to pay for green power from a local 
utility171 
Employee and management competence and skills 
relating to sustainability172 
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Whether or not political leaders respond to the great 
issues of our time173 
Lobbying for an increase in funding to international 
assistance programs and a cut in military 
appropriations174 
To educate oneself on social and environmental 
issues175 
To reduce individual consumption176 
Industrial chemicals in some plastics that are 
endocrine disrupters, mimicking hormones177 
Lung damage caused by particulate pollution from 
incineration and combustion processes178 
Translation of a mental model of sustainability into 
daily work practices179 
A plant’s ability to photosynthesize180 
Getting all employees to try to apply sustainability 
concepts181 
Feeling hungry182 

Exposure to nuclear radiation resulting in cancer or 
the alteration of genetic material and hereditary 
defects183 
The handling of potentially hazardous chemicals 
with appropriate care by workers and users184 
Where someone chooses to live (city, suburbs, 
country, squatter settlement)185 
Local leadership186 
Integral transformative practice187 
Observation of the natural world to identify patterns 
and qualities188 
Service to others and the planet189 
Play, to stimulate the creativity required for new 
solutions190 
Lobbying for support, paying for favors191 
Thermal, visual, and acoustic comfort resulting from 
good design; the ability to physically alter the 
environment to be more comfortable192 
Jaime Lerner as a charismatic, compassionate, and 
visionary leader as mayor of Curitiba, Brazil193 

 

Cultural and Communications Aspects of Sustainability: Lower-Left Quadrant Examples 

Interpretation of Book of Genesis to justify human 
dominion over the planet.194 
Purpose of a corporation195 
Cultural impact of American marketing on 
traditional cultures196 
Cynicism and distrust toward big business197 
Mutual understanding (or lack thereof)198 
 A corporation’s public image199 
How a culture’s concept of time is reflected in their 
social and environmental attitudes200 
The allure, ease, wonder, and convenience of 
materialism which tempts a culture201 
Traditional methods of healing and nourishment, 
rites and oral histories202 
Public understanding of the purpose of green taxes203 
A population’s allegiance to warlords, tribal 
chieftains, or religious leaders204 
Appropriate role models for youth205 
Rumors that vaccinations can render people sterile or 
cause AIDS206 
A stigma associated with AIDS207 
The “throwaway mentality” that evolved during the 
last century208 
Concerns about climate change which drive the push 
to develop wind power in Europe209 
The emotional health of a city, enhanced by parks210 
Frustration within the sustainable development 
community about how to mobilize the support 
necessary to effect wide-scale social and 
environmental change211 

Public stigmatization toward a company due to 
unethical ecological and/or social behavior212 
A corporation’s understanding and commitment to 
the organizational learning disciplines as a 
prerequisite to a successful transformation to 
sustainability213 
The vocabulary and meaning behind the “less bad 
approach” – reduce, avoid, minimize, sustain, limit, 
halt214 
Moral proscriptions215 
An inspiring and exciting vision of change216 
Guiding principles which support an eco-effective 
vision217 
The regional and cultural relevancy of Nike’s product 
take-back programs218 
The need to develop a more precise definition of 
sustainability219 
A corporation’s overall attitude toward the 
environment220 
A vision of what corporations can become—and need 
to become—in order to contribute to the healthy 
continuation of the communities of which they are a 
vital part221 
A company taking on a higher purpose to their 
business mission222 
Organizational and social blind spots caused by the 
metaphor-frames we use to interpret reality223 
An organization’s operating norms and 
assumptions224 
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The expanded definition of a business’s environment 
and stakeholders, to include a sense of evolutionary 
responsibility225 
The creation of a shared mental framework 
concerning sustainability226 
The operating principles of a sustainable society227 
Collective recognition that the environment and 
economy are integrally linked228 
Customer pressure from more environmentally 
concerned citizens, boycotts, and bad publicity229 
Credibility in the employee’s eyes about company 
environmental policy230 
Employee sense of purpose and mission231 
Interface’s powerful esprit de corps, loyalty, and 
commitment among associates232 
Dialogue about sustainability and how to put it into 
practice233 
A shift in the dominant paradigm, overarching 
mental model, of an organization’s culture234 
The sustainability goals of an organization235 
A collective refocusing on what is most important236 
A common knowledge base about sustainability 
throughout the corporation to accelerate 
involvement and innovation237 
Feedback at every level of the change process to 
reinforce learning and involvement and help move 
ideas into action238 
Top management group support for sustainability239 
Communication to suppliers about the company’s 
new expectations concerning sustainability240 
The rules of conduct and moral framework that 
guide a company’s decisions and actions241 
Business ethics - because sustainability is “the right 
thing to do”242 
Our cultural and spiritual heritage243 
Collective commitment required by organizations, 
businesses, institutes and governments to bring 
about sustainable development globally244 
Collective confidence (or lack thereof) in 
international organizations245 
The basic human right of self determination246 
Controversy and consensus over global 
environmental and social data247 
Our collective understanding of security, and the 
shift from seeing it just in terms of political and 
military threats to also the growing impacts of 
environmental stress248 
Blind faith in science’s ability to find solutions249 
Social and civic responsibility250 
The ecological awareness and adaptive capacities of 
isolated indigenous or tribal peoples251 
Social discrimination and cultural barriers252 
A careful and sensitive consideration of the interests 
and rights of others as the touchstone of sustainable 
development policy253 

The ethical problems posed by the development of 
some new technologies254 
The development of consumer awareness about 
sustainability issues255 
Ensuring that clear directions for the use of 
potentially hazardous chemicals are provided in 
common local languages256 
A commitment to the fullest possible disclosure of 
information about the properties and production 
processes of chemical substances and their risks257 
The gross ignorance of a firm’s labor of the 
destructive effect on the environment by that 
organization258 
The views of non-governmental organizations and 
the local community about the planning of new 
industrial facilities259 
The disclosing of potential risks of new industrial 
facilities to nearby residents in an easily 
understandable manner260 
The lack of expertise, authority, and credibility of 
local governments to deal with local problems261 
The differences in how varying societies view private 
land ownership and land use rights262 
A new ethos for building an understanding among 
people, countries, and regions263 
Political tension which causes and effects 
environmental stress264 
The elevation of sustainable development to a global 
ethic, resulting in greater willingness and 
cooperation to combat international poverty, 
maintain peace, and manage the global commons265 
The moral support necessary for NGOs in developing 
countries to carry out their role effectively266 
The will of the people, their legitimate aspiration267 
A high level of commitment by all countries to the 
satisfactory working of multilateral institutions268 
Creating the optimal learning environment in a 
community to release human genius and deepen 
mutual support269 
Fostering a sense of joy and belonging through 
rituals and celebrations following natural cycles270 
Storytelling271 
A women’s movement which is based upon 
cooperation with men and solidarity between 
women272 
The use of Buddhist principles such as loving-
kindness, compassion, equanimity, truth, non-
violence, and self-denial to support community 
development activities273 
The psychological infrastructure in the community, 
built by bringing villagers together through 
voluntary community action274 
Idealized images of western consumer culture which 
undermine the local economy and erode cultural self-
esteem275 
Integrating a hotel into its place and its peoples276 
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How the sense of community is affected by the 
placement of structures on the land277 
A cultural framework for eliminating waste278 
Opposing interests of different parties279 
The level on which discourse about sustainability 
should take place280 
Gap in understanding between two parties281 
Calling the whole concept of sewage into question282 
The misinterpretation of regulations and standards. 
Standards meant to establish a “floor” have with 
time come to be interpreted as a ceiling or as an 
economic optimum.283 
A “North Star” for an organization to steer by284 
A clear destination that our society wants to reach 
and a plan for how we will get there285 
Unsound methods of exploiting human resources 
that destroy the social integrity of a culture so that it 
can no longer support the happiness and 
improvement of its members286 
Cultural creativity to find worthier ways of 
employing people that also protect and enhance 
ecosystem and social-system services287 
An undervalued workforce that fears layoffs, thus 
corroding community and undermining civil 
society288 
The better levels of community spirit that Curitiba 
has over its neighboring cities289 
Curitiba’s widely shared public vision that 
transcends partisanship290 

Honoring and preserving Curitiba’s rich ethnic 
heritage291 
The emerging attitudes about the purpose of the city 
(Curitiba) and its inhabitants292 
The pervasive civic pride of Curitiba293 
City Hall’s credibility, public expectations, and the 
granting of broad-based legitimacy to the city’s 
interventions294 
A community’s solidarity295 
The user-friendly customer-service orientation of all 
municipal services in Curitiba296 
The central political principle of Curitiba: to respect 
the citizen/owner of all public assets and services 
because people deserve respect and if they feel 
respected, they will assume responsibility to help 
solve other problems297 
The environmental debate and its different sides298 
A positive bias toward the future based upon 
technological optimism299 
Common framework of understanding about the 
functions of earth itself and the dynamics of 
society300 
The interpretation of data is subject to culture, 
education, and outlook, but the basic principles that 
govern the earth are well established and commonly 
agreed upon by all scientists301 
A fundamental reevaluation of business’s roles and 
responsibilities302 
The kind of future people envision for their children 
and grandchildren; their shared wants303 

 

Systemic and Structural Aspects of Sustainability: Lower-Right Quadrant Examples 

Pollution permits304 
“Products of service” model (to pay for just the 
service, such as floor-covering, not to own the 
product)305 
Reality that markets don’t convey the true cost of a 
purchase306 
System to educate consumers about the whole story, 
giving them full information, about the true cost of 
any item307 
Government policy, such as cost/price integration, to 
set market conditions to enforce payment of all true 
costs308 
The lack of impact on a company’s stock market 
shares or bonds if they damage a culture with their 
practices309 
Physical representation (or lack thereof) of small 
businesses, farms, churches, environmental 
organizations, or unions in the GATT/World Trade 
Organization talks310 

Conservation “feebates” 2 
Value of environmental services in the market311 
Illiteracy rate of women312 
Level of mercury in a lake313 
Social, economic, political, and military indicators 
used to identify “failed states”314 
The planned Great Green Wall of Trees stretching 
7,000 kilometers across Africa to help halt 
desertification315 
The elimination of water subsidies and energy 
subsidies316 
Higher water prices317 
A personal transportation system which includes 
plug-in cars powered by wind-generated electricity318 

                                                 
2 These give incentive to consumers to purchase high-mileage 

vehicles by levying additional taxes on low-mileage vehicle 
purchases and using that money as a rebate for the high-
mileage vehicles. 
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The lack of small-scale credit programs to finance the 
spread of solar cell use in villages319 
All types of energy: geothermal, solar, wind, coal, oil, 
biofuels, nuclear320 
The taxing of carbon emissions, the generation of 
garbage, and the excessive use of cars in cities321 
The environmental effects of gold mining322 
Restructuring of the economy323 
Eco-efficiency and eco-efffectiveness324 
Government regulations325 
Improved retention rates and productivity gains 
from green building design326 
Traditional, modern, and leading-edge sewage 
treatment systems327 
Distributed power production systems328 
The design of systems so that they regulate 
themselves329 
Phytoremediation (with plants) and 
mycoremediation (with fungi) of contaminated soil 
by Ford at an old plant site330 
Biological and technical nutrient cylces331 
Jaime Lerner’s urban acupuncture in the city of 
Curitiba, Brazil332 
A gathering of people to discuss sustainability333 
Improved competitiveness, lowered costs, enhanced 
profits, greater resource productivity, enhanced new 
product innovation, reduced staff turnover, lower 
environmental impact, and greater market share – all 
benefits of integrating The Natural Step framework 
into corporate strategy and operations.334 
Producer responsibility legislation: regulation that 
makes producers liable for taking back products at 
the end of their lifecycle335 
Minimum environmental standards for all of an 
organization’s operations336 
Computer modeling to track resource usage337 
A program to provide free psychotherapy for 
Interface associates, to support change processes338 
Interface’s “Dream Team” of sustainability advisors339 
The surveying of employee awareness and 
perceptions about sustainability340 
Independent certification of Collins Pine Company 
by the Forest Stewardship Council341 
Keeping ahead of the curve with environmental and 
social regulations, rather than being in the trap of 
catch-up342 
Environmental management systems (EMS), life-
cycle analyses (LCA), resource inventories, 
environmental audits or assessments (EA), industry-
specific metrics, environmental performance 
indicators (EPI) and design for environment 
practices (DfE)343 
Training, education, and coaching programs to help 
embed principles into practice344 

Documentation of experiments and learning around 
sustainability to improve an organization’s 
knowledge base345 
Communication of results and recognition through 
newsletters and websites346 
Workshops for suppliers on the framework for 
sustainability the company’s new requirements347 
Partnerships with scientific groups, academia, 
environmental groups, etc. to accelerate the move 
toward sustainability348 
Integrating sustainability into all business functions 
(category for next four) 
Embedding sustainability initiatives and progress 
into all regular business meetings349 
Including sustainability criteria into financial 
reporting requirements, capital requests, purchasing 
decisions350 
Including sustainability achievements in 
performance evaluation and bonus structures351 
Incorporating sustainability goals into the business 
plan352 
A group’s lack of access to safe water, safe homes, 
and enough wood fuel with which to cook and warm 
themselves353 
The role of a multinational company in sustainable 
development, especially in developing countries354 
Changing organizational structure, such as who has 
responsibility for decision-making355 
Inequitable land ownership structure356 
Monopolistic control over natural resources, leading 
to excessive exploitation of marginal resources by 
those who don’t share control357 
Building sustainable development objectives into the 
mandates of institutions that work in 
environmentally sensitive areas358 
International exchange of technology, technology-
transfer agreements359 
The “health status” of a society, and its 
measurement360 
Education policy to make literacy universal and to 
close the gaps between male and female enrolment 
rates361 
The exclusion of indigenous peoples from national 
political processes362 
Degradation of the resource base363 
The pollution risks of gas, oil, and coal364 
Guidelines and voluntary codes of practice published 
by national and international industry associations365 
Criteria for the selection of sites for new hazardous 
facilities366 
Standards for the liability and compensation for any 
damage caused by transfrontier pollution367 
A national urban strategy for the development of a 
nation’s urban system368 
A program to strengthen local authorities369 
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The use of satellites to track droughts and solve 
forestry problems370 
Institutional and legal change to support 
sustainability371 
The professional and financial support needed by 
NGOs in developing countries to carry out their roles 
effectively372 
NGOs working to develop basic codes of conduct for 
sustainable development373 
Sacred design systems like Feng Shui and the Vastu 
Sastra principles (Indian architecture) which are used 
for many spiritual villages374 
Preventative healthcare and complementary and 
allopathic medical systems375 
Complementary currencies376 
Ecological building377 
Protecting biodiversity and safeguarding wilderness 
areas378 
Local organic food production, consumption and 
recirculation systems379 
Permaculture design380 
The central, critical role which keystone species play 
in an ecosystem381 
Ecotourism programs with local communities382 

Zero-waste farming systems383 
Integrated renewable energy systems for villages384 
The use of Living Machines for local water 
treatment385 
Microcredit programs to provide financial and 
business services to the very poor386 
Democratic and legal structures387 
The social and economic infrastructure of a 
community388 
Natural disasters389 
Cooperation and involvement with the United 
Nations to help achieve the Millennium 
Development Goals390 
Natural capital, manufactured capital, financial 
capital391 
Factor 10, Factor 100 resource efficiency392 
Conflict resolution training393 
Full disclosure of government subsidies for energy, 
food, the automobile industry394 
Customer education programs about resource use395 
Multimedia campaigns, teacher training, and new 
school curricula promoting water saving measures in 
Boston396 
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Appendix B 

Q-DyTS Problem Solving Process for Sustainability Initiatives 

There are many problem solving methodologies available. This is an intermediate-level 

methodology which works with the quadrants element of Integral theory. (Q-DyTS = 

Quadrant Dynamics: Thwarting or Supporting.) This methodology is based upon the work 

of Cameron Owens and Sean Esbjörn-Hargens. Appendix C offers an advanced approach.  

How to identify and map 20 of the most influential forces on a sustainability initiative 

1. Draw a large quadrant diagram, similar to figure 30, with a specific sustainability 

initiative in the middle. The diagram should be big enough to write 4-6 items in each 

quadrant. 

2. In a separate place, respond to the questions on page three, brainstorming as many 

answers as possible. Essentially, for each of the quadrants, you’ll attempt to list all of 

the major forces and dynamics that are currently influencing—or may influence—your 

initiative. See figure 31. 

3. Code the forces you’ve identified when answering these questions according to 

whether: 

a. You have total or near total control over it. (Code: C) 

b. You can influence it. (Code: I) 

c. You seem to have no control whatsoever over it. (Code: NC) 

4. Of the supporting forces that you can either control (C) or have influence over (I), 

choose the two most influential from each quadrant. 

5. Repeat for the thwarting forces. You should now have 16 forces identified at this 

point, 8 which support, 8 which thwart, and all of which you can either control or 

have some influence over. 
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6. Do a final scan of all the forces you’ve identified over which you have no control (NC). 

Identify the two most influential supporting forces and the two most influential 

thwarting forces. These can come from any quadrant. You should now have a total of 

four major uncontrollable influences on your sustainability initiative. 

7. The grand total of identified key influences on your initiative should now be 20. 16 

from steps four and five (over which you have at least some control), and four from 

step six (which are out of your control). Return to your original quadrant diagram 

from the first step. Write those 20 forces into the diagram in their associated 

quadrants. Be sure to keep the codes (C, I, NC) with them as you make this transfer. 

8. You have now mapped 20 of the most influential forces upon your sustainability 

initiative from a four quadrant perspective. Take a moment and breathe deeply, 

releasing yourself from the exercise. Get up and move around if needed. Upon 

returning, look at the map and allow yourself to free associate for solutions. Allow 

yourself to draw from your rational mind and from beyond the rational mind 

(intuition, “gut” feelings, divine insight, etc.). Take note of any ideas or insights which 

arise. 

9. Design an action plan to advance your sustainability initiative which builds upon 

those forces which support the initiative and which responds to the forces which 

thwart it. Use tools and methodologies that are appropriate to each quadrant. Ideally, 

your solution will be more simple than complex; one which pushes on just a few key 

levers for optimum positive influence. Most importantly, allow this creative process to 

unfold in its own time.  
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Figure 30 
 

 

Figure 31. Some of the most important aspects of each quadrant.  
Each of the major levels of reality (matter, life, mind, spirit) has these aspects. 
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Upper Left Questions 

Intelligence  

Mental model, worldview, cognitive intelligence, emotional intelligence, psychological 

dynamics like shadow issues, general knowledge about any topic, capabilities of any type, 

needs, values, morals, level of ego-development, level of emotional development, aesthetic 

development, etc. 

• Among the key stakeholders involved in this initiative (including 

yourself), what aspects of their intelligence seem to support the 

ultimate success of this initiative? 

• Among the key stakeholders involved in this initiative (including 

yourself), what aspects of their intelligence seem to thwart, or work 

against, the ultimate success of this initiative? 

 

Experience 

Thoughts, beliefs, emotions, sense of aesthetics, sense of place, spiritual experience, etc. 

• With respect to experience, what are the supporting forces amongst key 

stakeholders?  

• What are the thwarting forces amongst key stakeholders?  
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Upper Right Questions 

Body 

Physical body – its health, strength, energy level, and overall functioning. 

• With respect to the status of the physical body, what are the supporting 

forces amongst key stakeholders?  

• What are the thwarting forces amongst key stakeholders?  

 

Behavior 

Movements, actions, skillful means; what an individual actually does, skillfully or not. 

• With respect to behavior, what are the supporting forces amongst key 

stakeholders?  

• What are the thwarting forces amongst key stakeholders?  
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Lower Left Questions 

Culture 

Family, organizational, regional, or larger social culture; approximate level of shared 

worldview (i.e., magic, mythic, rational or traditional, modern, postmodern); cultural norms 

and mores; shared vision; relationships between people; relationship between an individual 

and an organization or place; etc. 

• With respect to culture, what are the supporting forces amongst key 

groups involved in this initiative?  

• What are the thwarting forces amongst key groups?  

 

Communication 

Language; stories; symbolism; degree of mutual understanding; type of communication used 

(auditory, visual, kinesthetic, multi-media based, developmentally-appropriate, etc.) 

• With respect to communication, what are the supporting forces 

amongst key groups?  

• What are the thwarting forces amongst key groups?  
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Lower Right Questions 

Systems and Structures 

Ecosystems, social systems and their infrastructures in general; economic systems, 

governance systems, technological systems, political systems, transportation systems, 

manufacturing systems, information systems; incentive and pay systems; strategies; policies; 

work processes, etc. 

• With respect to systems and structures, what are the supporting forces 

amongst key groups?  

• What are the thwarting forces amongst key groups?  

 

Shared Actions 

What groups do together, collectively, such as voting for a particular candidate, consuming a 

certain item (during a fad, for example), migrate, recreate at the beach or mountains, etc. 

• With respect to shared actions, what are the supporting forces amongst 

key groups?  

• What are the thwarting forces amongst key groups? 
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Appendix C 

An Integrally Informed, Creative Problem Solving Process  

to Help Advance Sustainability Initiatives 

Adapted from Creative Problem Solving and Opportunity Finding397 

 

Explore the Situation 

• Divergent phase: Using the Integral framework as a guide, search a 

sustainability initiative for problems and opportunities. 

• Convergent phase: Identify an important challenge and commit to 

undertaking systematic efforts to respond to it. 

 

Search for Information 

• Divergent phase: Gather data, impressions, feelings, observations; 

examine the situation from many different viewpoints. Use the Integral 

framework to ensure that you are touching on all the bases. 

• Convergent phase: Identify the most important information, using an 

Integral lens. 

 

Clearly Identify the Problem 

• Divergent phase: Generate many different potential problem 

statements. Utilize the Integral framework to look at the problem from 

multiple perspectives. 

• Convergent phase: Choose a working problem statement. 
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Identify the Major Forces Influencing the Problem 

• Divergent phase: Using the Integral framework as a lens, generate many 

possible forces that either support a solution or thwart resolution of 

the problem. 

• Convergent phase: Choose the most powerful forces working for, and 

working against, the situation, and identify which of those you can 

influence. 

 

Search for Solutions 

• Divergent phase: Develop many alternatives and possibilities for 

solutions. Build off the major supporting forces and respond to the 

thwarting forces. 

• Convergent phase: Select one or a few ideas that seem most promising. 

 

Evaluate Solutions 

• Divergent phase: Formulate criteria for reviewing and evaluating ideas.  

• Convergent phase: Select the most important criteria. Use the criteria to 

evaluate, strengthen, and refine ideas. 

 

Implement a Solution 

• Divergent phase: Consider possible sources of assistance and resistance 

to the proposed solution, using the Integral framework as a guide. 

Identify metrics for determining its success or failure. Identify 

implementation steps and request resources. 

• Convergent phase: Prepare the most promising solution for 

implementation. Implement it. Measure results against the pre-
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established metrics. Use single, double, and triple-loop learning to 

refine your approach as needed.398 Repeat this process as necessary. 
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15 Wilber, Sex, ecology, spirituality: The spirit of evolution, 1996, p. 144. Additional clarification from: Tarnas, The passion of 
the Western mind: Understanding the ideas that have shaped our world view, 1991; Rohmann, A world of ideas: A dictionary of 
important theories, concepts, beliefs, and thinkers, 1999; and Wikipedia entries on Immanuel Kant. 
16 Thierry Pauchant, personal communication, November, 2005. Searching through Dewey’s writings on psychology, education, 
and metaphysics, he does loosely address topics from each of these perspectives. I’ve yet to find a passage where he brings them 
all together, though. Further research required. 
17 Graves, The never-ending quest: Clare W. Graves explores human nature, 2005, p. 505 
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Approach to Cultural Transformation; Measuring Sustainability: Learning by Doing. 
 
The sustainability books which appeal to multiple sectors that I considered analyzing are: Plan B 2.0; Ecological Economics; 
Biomimicry; Our Common Future; Our Ecological Footprint: Reducing Human Impact on Earth; For the Common Good: 
Redirecting the Economy Toward Community, the Environment, and a Sustainable Future; Limits to Growth: The 30 Year 
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